ecent advances in technology have provided portable computers with wireless interfaces that allow networked communication even while a user is mobile. Whereas today's first-generation notebook computers and personal digital assistants (PDAs) are self-contained, networked mobile computers are part of a greater computing infrastructure. Mobile computing -the use of a portable computer capable of wireless networking -will very likely revolutionize the way we use computers.
Wireless communication
Mobile computers require wireless network access, although sometimeswhen in meeting rooms or at a user's desk -they may remain stationary long enough to be physically attached to the network for a better or cheaper connection.
Wireless networks communicate by modulating radio waves or pulsing infrared light. Wireless communication is linked to the wired network infrastructure by stationary transceivers. The area covered by an individual transceiver's signal is known as a cell. Cell sizes vary widely; for example, an infrared transceiver can cover a small meeting room, a cellular telephone transceiver has a range of a few miles, and a satellite beam can cover an area more than 400 miles in diameter.
Wireless communication faces more obstacles than wired communication because the surrounding environment interacts with the signal, blocking signal paths and introducing noise and echoes. As a result, wireless communication is characterized by lower bandwidths, higher error rates, and more frequent spurious disconnections. These factors can in turn increase communication latency resulting from retransmissions, retransmission time-out delays, error-control protocol processing, and short disconnections.
Mobility can also cause wireless connections to be lost or degraded. Users may travel beyond the coverage of network transceivers or enter areas of high interference. Unlike typical wired networks, the number of devices in a network cell varies dynamically, and large concentrations of mobile users, say, at conventions and public events, may overload network capacity.
The need for wireless communication leads to design challenges in several areas.
Disconnection. Today's computer systems often depend heavily on a network and may cease to function during network failures. For example, distributed file systems may lock up waiting for other servers, and application processes may fail altogether if the network stays down too long.
Network failure is a greater concern in mobile computing than in traditional computing because wireless communication is so susceptible to disconnection. Designers must decide whether to spend available resources on the network, trying to prevent disconnections, or to spend them trying to enable systems to cope with disconnections more gracefully and work around them where possible.
The more autonomous a mobile computer, the better it can tolerate network disconnection. For example, certain applications can reduce communication by running entirely locally on the mobile unit rather than by splitting the application and the user interface across the network. In environments with frequent disconnections, it is better for a mobile device to operate as a stand-alone computer than as a portable terminal.
In some cases, both round-trip latency and short disconnections can be hidden by asynchronous operation. The X11 Window System uses this technique to achieve good performance. With the synchronous remote procedure call paradigm, the client waits for a reply after each request; in asynchronous operation, a client sends multiple requests before asking for acknowledgment. Similarly, prefetching and delayed write-back also decouple the act of communication from the actual time a program consumes or produces data, allowing it to proceed during network disconnections. These techniques, therefore, have the potential to mask some network failures.
The Coda file system provides a good example of how to handle network disconnections, although it is designed for today's notebook computers in which disconnections may be less frequent, more predictable, and longer lasting than in mobile computing.2 Information from the user's profile helps in keeping the best selection of files in an on-board cache. It is important to cache whole files rather than blocks of files so that entire files can be read during a disconnection. When the network reconnects, Coda attempts to reconcile the cache with the replicated master repository.
With Coda, files can be modified even during disconnections. More conservative file systems disallow this to prevent multiple users from making inconsistent changes. Coda's optimism is justified by studies showing that only rarely are files actually shared in a distributed system; fewer than 1 percent of all writes are followed by a write from a different user.2 If strong consistency guarantees are needed, clients can ask for them explicitly. Hence, providing flexible consistency semantics can allow greater autonomy.
Of course, not all network disconnec- tions can be masked. In these cases, good user interfaces can help by providing feedback about which operations are unavailable because of network disconnections.
Low bandwidth. Mobile computing designs need to reflect a greater concern for bandwidth consumption and constraints than do designs for stationary computing. Wireless networks deliver lower bandwidth than wired networks: Cuttingedge products for portable wireless communications achieve only 1 megabit per second for infrared communication, 2 Mbps for radio communication, and 9-14 kilobits per second for cellular telephony, while Ethernet provides 10 Mbps, fast Ethernet and FDDI 100 Mbps, and ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) 155 Mbps (see Figure 1 ). Even nonportable wireless networks, such as the Motorola Altair, barely achieve 5.7 Mbps.
Network bandwidth is divided among the users sharing a cell. The deliverable bandwidth per user, therefore, is an important measure of network capacity in addition to the raw transmission bandwidth. But because this measure depends on the size and distribution of a user population, Weiser and others recommend measuring a wireless network's capacity by its bandwidth per cubic meter.' Improving network capacity means installing more wireless cells to service a user population. There are two ways to do this: Overlap cells on different wavelengths, or reduce transmission ranges so that more cells fit in a given area (see Figure 2) .
The scalability of the first technique is limited because the electromagnetic spectrum available for public consumption is scarce. This technique is more flexible, however, because it allows (in fact, requires) software to allocate bandwidth among users.
The second technique is generally preferred. It is arguably simpler, reduces power requirements, and may decrease signal corruption because there are fewer objects in the environment to interact with. Also, it involves a hardware tradeoff between bandwidth and coverage area: Transceivers covering less area can achieve higher bandwidths. Certain software techniques can also help cope with the low bandwidth of wireless links. Modems typically use compression to increase their effective bandwidth, sometimes almost doubling throughput. Because bulk operations are usually more efficient than many short transfers, buffering can improve bandwidth usage by making large requests out of many short ones. Buffering in conjunction with compression can further improve throughput because larger blocks compress better.
Certain software techniques for coping with disconnection can also help cope with low bandwidth. Network usage typically occurs in bursts, and disconnections are similar to bursts in that demand temporarily exceeds available bandwidth. For example, delayed write-back and prefetching use the periods of low network activity to reduce demand at the peaks. Delayed write-back can even reduce overall communication if the data to be transmitted is further mutated or deleted before it is transmitted. Prefetching involves knowing or guessing which files will be needed soon and downloading them over the network before they are demanded.3 Bad guesses can waste network bandwidth, however.
System performance can be improved by scheduling communication intelligently. When available bandwidth does not satisfy the demand, processes the user is waiting for should be given priority. Backups should be performed only with "leftover" bandwidth. Mail can be trickle fed onto the mobile computer slowly before the user is notified. Although these techniques do not increase effective bandwidth, they improve user satisfaction just the same. Mobile computer using frequency 1. Cell area covered by frequency 2. Mobile computer using frequency 2.
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Figure 2. Suppose that a single frequency provides only enough wireless bandwidth for two users. Then two frequencies can support (a) four users with two large coincident cells or (h) eight users with four small noninterfering cells that use the same frequency in nonadjacent cells. The latter scheme requires more transceivers and installation effort but is more scalable and allows higher bandwidth technology and lower transmission power.
width can shift one to four orders of magnitude, depending on whether the system is plugged in or using wireless access. Fluctuant traffic load seldom causes this much variation in available bandwidth on today's networks. An application can approach this variability in one of three ways: It can assume high-bandwidth connections and operate only while plugged in, it can assume lowbandwidth connections and not take advantage of higher bandwidth when it is available, or it can adapt to currently available resources, providing the user with a variable level of detail or quality. For example, a video-conferencing application could display only the current speaker or all the participants, depending on the available bandwidth. Different choices make sense for different applications.
Heterogeneous network. In contrast to most stationary computers, which stay comected to a single network, mobile computers encounter more heterogeneous network connections in several ways. First, as they leave the range of one network transceiver and switch to another, they may also need to change transmission speeds and protocols. Second, in some situations a mobile computer may have access to several network connections at once, for example, where adjacent cells overlap or where it can be plugged in for concurrent wired access.
Also, mobile computers may need to switch interfaces, for example, when going between indoors and outdoors. Infrared interfaces cannot be used outside because sunlight drowns out the signal. Even with radio frequency transmission, the interface may still need to change access protocols for different networks, for example, when switching from cellular coverage in a city to satellite coverage in the country. This heterogeneity makes mobile networking more complex than traditional networking. Security risks. Precisely because connection to a wireless link is so easy, the security of wireless communication can be compromised much more easily than that of wired communication, especially if transmission extends over a large area. This increases pressure on mobile computing software designers to include security measures.
Security is further complicated if users are allowed to cross security domains. For example, a hospital may allow patients with mobile computers to use nearby printers but prohibit access to distant printers and resources designated for hospital personnel only.
Secure communication over insecure channels is accomplished by encryption, which can be done in software or, more quickly, by specialized hardware such as the recently proposed Clipper chip. Security depends on a secret encryption key known only to the authorized parties. Managing these keys securely is difficult, but it can be automated by software such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's K e r b e r~s .~ Kerberos provides secure authentication services, as long as the Kerberos server itself is trusted. It authenticates users without exposing their passwords on the network and generates secret en-cryption keys that can be selectively shared between mutually suspicious parties. It also allows mobile units to authenticate themselves in domains where they are unknown, thus enhancing the scale of mobility. Methods have also been devised to use Kerberos for authorization control and accounting. Its security is limited, however. For example, the current version is susceptible to off-line password-guessing attacks and to replay attacks for a limited time window.
Mobility
The ability to change locations while connected to the network increases the volatility of some information. Certain data considered static for stationary computing becomes dynamic for mobile computing. For example, a stationary computer can be configured statically to prefer the nearest server, but a mobile computer needs a mechanism for determining which server to use.
As volatility increases, cost-benefit trade-off points shift, calling for appropriate modifications in the design. For example, a highly volatile data object has fewer uses per modification. For such objects it makes little sense to cache the data. As another example, consider static information, which is often managed by hand; to handle higher rates of change, automated methods are required. However, even where such methods exist, they may be ill-suited for the dynamism of mobile computing.
Mobility introduces several problems: A mobile computer's network address changes dynamically, its current location affects configuration parameters as well as answers to user queries, and the communication path grows as it wanders away from a nearby server.
Address migration. As people move, their mobile computers will use different network access points, or "addresses." Today's networking is not designed for dynamically changing addresses. Active network connections usually cannot be moved to a new address. Once an address for a host name is known to a system, it is typically cached with a long expiration time and with no way to invalidate out-ofdate entries. In the Internet Protocol, for example, a host IP name is inextricably bound with its network address; moving to a new location means acquiring a new IP name. Human intervention is commonly required to coordinate the use of addresses.
To communicate with a mobile computer, messages must be sent to its most recent address. Four basic mechanisms determine a mobile computer's current address: broadcast,5,6 central services,' home base,8 and forwarding p0inters.j
As people move, their mobile computers will use different network access points, or "addresses."
These are the building blocks of the current proposals for "mobile-IP" schemes.
Selective broadcast. With the broadcast method, a message is sent to all network cells asking the mobile computer sought to reply with its current address. This becomes too expensive for frequent use in a large network, but if the mobile computer is known to be in some small set of cells, selectively broadcasting in just those cells is workable. Hence, the methods described below can use selective broadcast to obtain the current address when only approximate location information is known. For example, a slightly out-of-date cell address may suffice if adjacent cells are known.
Central services. With the central service method, the current address for each mobile computer is maintained in a logically centralized database. Each time a mobile computer changes its address, it sends a message to update the database. Even with the database's centralized location, the common techniques of distribution, replication, and caching can be used to improve availability and response time.
H o m e bases. The home base method is essentially the limiting case of distributing a central service; that is, the location of a given mobile computer is known by a single server. This aggressive distribution without replication can lead to low availability of information. For example, if a home base is down or inaccessible, the mobile computers it tracks cannot be contacted. If users sometimes change home bases, the address migration problem arises again, albeit with much lower volatility.
Forwarding pointers. With the forwarding pointer method, each time a mobile computer changes its address, a copy of the new address is deposited at the old location. Each message is forwarded along the chain of pointers until it reaches the mobile computer. To avoid the inefficient routing that can result from long chains, pointers at message forwarders can be updated gradually to reflect more recent addresses.
Although the forwarding pointer method is among the fastest, it is prone to failures anywhere along the trail of pointers, and in its simplest form it does not allow forwarding pointers to be deleted unless all possible message sources have been updated. Hence, forwarding pointers are often used only to speed the common case, and another method is used to fall back on for failures and to allow reclamation of old pointers.
The forwarding pointer method requires an active entity at the old address to receive and forward messages. This does not fit standard networking models, where either a network address is a passive entity, such as an Ethernet cable, or it's specific to the mobile computer, which cannot remain to forward its own messages. This mismatch introduces subtle difficulties in implementing forwarding efficiently (for example, with intracell traffic or when multiple gateways are attached to a network address).
Location-dependent information. Because traditional computers do not move, information that depends on location, such as the local name server, available printers, and the time zone, is typically configured statically. One challenge for mobile computing is to factor out this information intelligently and provide mechanisms for obtaining configuration data appropriate to each location. Additionally, a mobile computer carried with a user is likely to be used in a wide variety of administrative domains. Dealing with the multitude of conventions that current computing systems rely on is another challenge to building mobile systems.
Besides this dynamic configuration problem, mobile computers need access to more location-sensitive information than stationary computers do. If they are to serve as guides in places unfamiliar to their users, mobile computers may need to answer queries such as "where is the fiction section (in this particular library)?" or "where is the nearest open gas station heading north?" Queries of this sort require static location information about the world. Other information needs can be even more complex: Badrinath and Imielinski are studying a related class of queries that depend on the dynamic locations of other mobile objects, for example, the location of the nearest taxi.6
Privacy. Answering dynamic location queries requires knowing the location of another mobile user. In some cases this may be sensitive information, more so if given at a fine resolution. Even where it is not particularly sensitive, such information should be protected against misuse; for example, we do not want a burglar to be able to determine when the inhabitants of a house are far away.
Privacy can be ensured by denying users the ability to know another's location. The challenge for mobile computing is to allow more flexible access to this information without violating privacy. Legitimate uses of location information include contacting colleagues, routing telephone calls, logging meetings in personal diaries, and tailoring the content of electronic announcement displays to the current viewers.' Migrating locality. Mobile computing engenders a new kind of locality that migrates as users move. Even if a mobile computer is equipped to find the nearest server for a given service, over time migration may alter this condition. Because the physical distance between two points does not necessarily reflect the network distance, the communication path can grow disproportionately to actual movement. For example, a small movement can result in a much longer path when crossing network administrative boundaries, and a longer network path means
Mobile computers need
access to more location-sensitive information than do stationary computers.
communication traverses more intermediaries, resulting in longer latency and greater risk of disconnection. A longer communication path also consumes more network capacity, even though the bandwidth between the mobile unit and the server may not degrade.
To avoid these disadvantages, service connections may be dynamically transferred to servers that are c10ser.~ When many mobile units converge, during meetings, for example, load-balancing concerns may outweigh the importance of communication locality.
Portability
Today's desktop computers are not meant to be carried, so designers take a liberal approach to space, power, cabling, and heat dissipation. In contrast, designers of hand-held mobile computers should strive for the properties of a wristwatch: small, light, durable, operational under wide environmental conditions, and requiring minimal power usage for long battery life. Concessions can be made in each of these areas to enhance functionality, but ultimately the user must receive value that exceeds the trouble of carrying the device. Similarly, any specialized hardware to offload such tasks as data compression or encryption from the CPU should justify its consumption of power and space.
Below, we describe the design pressures caused by portability constraints. These pressures are evident in the designs of the recent PDA products listed in Table 1 .
Low power. Batteries are the largest single source of weight in a portable computer. While reducing battery weight is important, too small a battery can undermine the value of portability by causing users to recharge frequently, carry spare batteries, or use their mobile computers less. Minimizing power consumption can improve portability by reducing battery weight and lengthening the life of a charge.
Power consumption of dynamic components is proportional to CV2F, where Cis the capacitance of the circuit, Vis the voltage swing, and F is the clock frequency. This function suggests three ways to save power: Power can be conserved not only by the design but also by efficient operation. Power management software can power down individual components when they are idle, for example, spinning down the internal disk or turning off screen lighting. Recently, Li et al. determined that for today's notebook computing it is worthwhile to spin down the internal disk drive after it has been idle for just a few seconds.ll Applications can conserve power by reducing their appetite for computation, communication, and memory, and by performing their periodic operations infrequently to amortize the start-up overhead. Since radio modem transmission typically requires about 10 times as much power as reception, power can be saved by trading transmission for reception. For example, base stations might periodically broadcast information that otherwise would have to be requested frequently. In this way, mobile computers can obtain this information without expending power to transmit a request.
The potential savings of these techniques can be evaluated using Tables 2  and 3 , which break down power consumption in notebook computers by component and subsystem, respectively. Although screen lighting consumes a large amount of power, it has been found to greatly improve readability; for example, on EO models it enhances contrast from 6:l to 13:l. Nevertheless, PDA products have elected to omit screen lighting in favor of longer battery life.
Risks to data. Making computers portable increases the risk of physical damage, unauthorized access, loss, and theft. Breaches of privacy or total loss of data become more likely. These risks can be reduced by minimizing the essential data kept on board. Obviously, a mobile device that serves only as a portable terminal is less prone to data loss than a stand-alone computer. This is the approach taken for Xerox PARC's Tabs and the portable multimedia terminal project at the University of California, Berkeley.lo
To help prevent unauthorized disclosure of information, data stored on disks and removable memory cards can be encrypted. For this to be effective, users must not leave authenticated sessions (logins) unattended.
Keeping a copy that does not reside on the portable unit can safeguard against data loss. However, users often neglect to make backup copies, and even when they do, data modified between backups is not protected. As the user's head turns, the image displayed to the eye shifts to give the sensation of a surrounding screen. This effectively increases the screen area available for windowing systems; however, wearing head gear is cumbersome, resolution is low (one-tenth that of conventional displays), eyes succumb to fatigue, and dim lighting is required.
Buttons versus analog ircput. The shortage of surface area on a small computer leads designers to sacrifice buttons in favor of analog input devices for communicating user commands. These communication mechanisms include handwriting recognition, gesture recognition, and voice recognition. Although on average handwriting is about three times slower than typing, it allows the keyboard to be eliminated, thus reducing size and improving durability. This approach has been adopted by all the PDA products listed in Table 1 .
Handwriting recognition rates for high-end systems are typically 96-98 percent accurate when trained to a specific user.12 With context information, recognition rates can be enhanced effectively to 100 percent, but context constraints do not help for all kinds of input, for example, when entering words that are not in the on-line dictionary. The Apple Newton's handwriting recognition, while among the best of the PDAs, is nevertheless reputedly a source of frustration. Recognizing a user's intention in a general setting is inherently hard because the interpretation of pen strokes is ambiguous. For example, a user drawing a circle may intend to select an object or an area, or write a zero, a degree sign, or the letter o.
Speech generation and rec- Table 3 . Power consumption of the major components in a portable compnter.* System Power (percent) ognition seem an ideal user interface for a mobile computer in that they require no surface area and allow hands-free and even eye-free operation. The voice-commanded VCR programmer by Voice Powered Technology demonstrates the feasibility of speech input to a hand-held device for a narrow domain. The Sphinx research project at Carnegie Mellon University has reported speaker-independent recognition rates of nearly 96 percent, and 98 percent for speaker-trained recognition. However, general-purpose speech input and output places substantial storage and processing demands on a mobile device.
Also, speech may often be inappropriate:
It disturbs others in quiet environments, it cannot be recognized clearly in noisy environments, and it can compromise privacy. Finally, because of its sequential nature, speech is ill-suited for skimming data.
Pointing devices. The mouse is the standard pointing device for desktop computers, but it doesn't suit mobile computers. Pens have become the standard input device for PDAs because of their ease of use while mobile, their versatility, and their ability to supplant the keyboard.
Switching to pens requires changing both the user interface and the software interface because a mouse and a pen are really quite different.9 Users can jump to absolute screen positions and enter path information more easily with a pen than with a mouse, and it is nearly impossible to write with a mouse. Pen-positioning resolution on current tablet computers is several times more accurate than screen resolution; for example, pen resolution on the EO is 0.10 mm, while screen resolution is 0.23-0.30 mm. Also, parallax between the pen tip and the screen image can mislead when pointing; with a mouse there is no parallax because the mouse cursor provides feedback in the image plane. Finally, the mouse cursor obscures much less of the screen than the user's hand does when writing with a pen.
Small storage capacity. Storage space on a portable computer is limited by physical size and power requirements. Traditionally, disks provide large amounts of nonvolatile storage. In a mobile computer, however, disk drives are a liability. They consume more power than memory chips, except when off line, and they may not really be nonvolatile when subject to the indelicate treatment a portable device receives. Hence, none of the PDA products have disk drives.
Coping with limited storage is not a new problem. Solutions include compressing files automatically, accessing remote storage over the network, sharing code libraries, and compressing virtual memory pages. Although today's networked computers have had great success with distributed file systems and remote paging, mobile computers that regularly encounter network disconnections are less capable of relying on a network.
A novel approach to reducing the size of program code is to interpret script languages instead of executing compiled object codes, which are typically many times larger than the source code. This approach is embodied by General Magic's Telescript and Apple Technology Group's Dylan and Newtonscript. An equally important goal of such languages is to enhance portability by supporting a common programming model across different machines.
M
obile computing is a technology that enables access to digital resources at any time, from any location. From a narrow viewpoint, mobile computing represents a convenient addition to wire-based local area distributed systems. Taken more broadly, mobile computing represents the elimination of time-and-place restrictions imposed by desktop computers and wired networks.
In forecasting the impact of mobile technology, we would do well to observe recent trends in the use of the wired infrastructure, in particular, the Internet. In the past year, the advent of convenient mechanisms for browsing Internet resources has engendered an explosive growth in the use of those resources. The ability to access them at all times through mobile computing will allow their use to be integrated into all aspects of life and will accelerate the demand for network services. The challenge for computing designers is to adapt the system structures that have worked well for traditional computing so that mobile computing can be integrated as well. W
